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"Families Of Palestinian Victims, Who Killed At Turkish Borders, 

Demanding For Bodies To Be Handed Over" 

 
 

 

 A Palestinian refugee killed as he fighting alongside Assad forces. 

 Syrian security forces raids houses in Alayedeen camp in Homs, arresting 

many displaced people. 

 Seven injuries from Al-Neirb camp following the bus accident in Aleppo. 

 Palestinians of Syria in Gaza protest demanding their rights. 
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VICTIMS 

A pro-Assad Palestinian refugee has died in 

Latakia Suburbs in the wake of fighting 

between regime's forces and the Syrian 

opposition. Tamam Mofeed Al-Atrash, born 

in Damascus, was killed in 15/2/2015. 

 

RECENT UPDATES 

The Palestinian families of victims who killed at Turkish borders 

appealed the Turkish authorities to hand over the victims' bodies. They 

demanded a life in dignity for the Palestinian infant who left alone. 

Activists said that bodies are still in the government hospital of Slopy in 

Mardin province. 

 

It is indicated that four Palestinians were killed by Turkish borders 

guards. The Palestinian girl, Maram Aksayed, was recognised while 

three others still unknown. Media sources reported that a family consists 
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of husband, his wife and his sister from Yarmouk camp among the 

victims, while their baby-daughter has survived to left alone. 

It is worth mentioning that this accident was not the first violation 

conducted by Turkish Gendarme. Several incidents were reported of 

firing to force refugees to return back to Syria.  

On the other hand, Syrian military and political security raided houses in 

Homs camp arresting many displaced Syrians in the camp. Knowing that 

the Syrian security had granted them a security approval to live in the 

camp. In the same context, Security forces has raided the house of "Ramiz 

Abbas", pro-Assad Palestinian refugee, in 14/02/2016 with no 

information about the reason. Indicated that Abbas is a descendent from 

Jaffa city in Palestine. These events come under the situation of pressure 

imposed by Syrian regime on the camp causing exacerbating the 

economic and living plight. 

In Aleppo, seven Palestinian refugees were wounded following the 

accident of their bus. The bus had overturned on Al-Ramousyeh road 

before transferring the injuries to the hospital of Aleppo university.  

Turning to Gaza, where dozens of Palestinian returnees protested against 

the government and factional negligence. The protest was held at the 

junction of Al-Saraya in Gaza city. The protesters demanded the 

Palestinian president "Mahmoud Abbas" and the unity government, 

headed by "Rami Hamad-Allah", to put an end to their suffering in Gaza, 

asking for suitable employment opportunities and ensuring that they 

receive their allocated aid  to them. They reminded the government of the 
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promises made by the former prime minister "Ismael Hanyih" about 

securing housing and employment opportunities. 

The protesters condemned the Egyptian government because of  closing 

Rafah crossing which prevented them to travel. 

It is noteworthy that Gaza is fully subjected to a severe siege by Israel 

and Egypt, which created a terrible plight in the living conditions.     

 

Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 18 February 2016 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 42,500 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according 

to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015.  

 More than 71,200 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived 

Europe until the end of December 2015.  

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian Regime's 

Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine – 

General Command), continued for 978 days respectively. In addition, 

power cuts continued for more than 1036 days, water cut 

for 528 days. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

186 victims.   
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 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the residents 

from returning back to their houses for 834 days respectively.  

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 1027 days 

after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it.  

 Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 688 days, and 70% of 

its buildings were destroyed.  

 Jarmana, AL-SaiedaZainab, Al-Raml, Al-Aedein Homs and 

AedeinHama: A relatively quiet situations in light of the 

economic crises.  

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia-Khan EShieh road.  


